



















Joshua Merioble – Staff Writer
They work among the small golden petals that 
make up the community. They work among 
the cows and any related farm work in Sioux 
County. They do the menial, less-dreamt-of 
jobs that a college student would likely not want 
to do. They are among millions in the United 
States that are said to be looking for a better life 
in a richer country. They have abandoned their 
larger families to seek a better future for their 
children. 
They are the “illegal,” “undocumented” and 
“unauthorized.”  
With changes in the political cloud 
and President Trump’s threats against 
undocummented immigrants, worry over 
deportation deprives these people of the reason 
they came to the U.S.– to have a better life.  
“Let us live how we live,” said Veronica, 
who knows firsthand the plight faced by many 
immigrants in Sioux County. “We came here for 
our children to have a better life.” 
Veronica’s daughter, a U.S.-born citizen, 
dreams of being either “an ER nurse or 
a pediatric oncology nurse.” Amidst her 
aspirations, however, the girl faces the constant 
fear of deportation. 
“I have had a different childhood,” she said. 
While her classmates cheered for President 
Trump during election season, Veronica’s 
daughter said that she was in fear of the 
uncertain future of a Trump presidency. 
President Trump, both during his election race 
and in his few months of presidency, blamed 
undocumented immigrants for bringing crime 
and drugs into the U.S. He called these people 
“rapists” and “murderers.” Then, on Jan. 25, the 
president issued an executive order. Section 2 
(d) states the following:
“It is the policy of the executive branch to: 
remove promptly those individuals whose legal 
Always illegal, always in fear
claims to remain in the United States have been 
lawfully rejected.”
Though the order addresses all immigrants 
who entered the country without official 
permission, Trump has said that his first concern 
is immigrants who have committed heinous 
crimes, such as murder. Still, according to data 
released by U.S. Custom and Border Protection, 
during his few months as president and with the 
issuing of the executive order, the amount of 
illegal border crossings have been reduced. 
Immigration Lawyer Amanda Bahena 
explains that many undocumented immigrants 
come to the U.S. with a visa, such as a tourist 
visa or student visa, and then situations 
force them to stay in the U.S.  Many of these 
immigrants end up working here to support 
their families living in difficult situations in 
their home countries. After they are in the U.S. 
for 180 days without legal status, they become 
subject to certain inadmissibility “bars.” These 
“bars” ban them from re-entering the United 
States for three to 10 years, depending on the 
situation. For families, this can be difficult, 
because it keeps many people who stayed in the 
U.S. for over 180 days from being able to earn 
legal status. Other people are unable to apply 
for any legal status because they have come to 
the United States unlawfully multiple times. 
Veronica crossed into Arizona by crossing 
the border illegally. Then, she and her daughter 
came to Sioux Center out of fear of being caught 
by the authorities. Although Veronica and her 
daughter escaped deportation in Arizona, fear is 
constantly with them in all the decisions they 
make. For instance, they drive with caution at 
all times as they try to ignore any possibility 
of being stopped, of being asked the question, 
“Where are your papers?” 
In Sioux County, if an undocumented 
immigrant is arrested for a crime, authorities 
communicate the situation to Immigration 
Custom Enforcement (I.C.E.). ICE may then 
request for an undocumented immigrant if 
this person is of interest to the government 
enforcement body, if the individual has 
committed a crime, such as murder, or if he or 
she has been previously deported, returned and 
committed a crime. If I.C.E is interested in an 
individual, this person will be picked up in Sioux 
County by I.C.E. officials, after being released 
from custody. The fact that Sioux County does 
not hold undocumented immigrants past the 
amount of time that they are required to hold 
an individual has subjected Sioux County to 
questioning in terms of its policy on addressing 
immigration issues. 
If undocumented immigrants are caught by 
I.C.E. officials, they are taken in for deportation 
proceedings. Sometimes it’s possible to have a 
viable defense in deportation proceedings, such 
as being a parent to a U.S-born child, but this 
reasoning does not work all the time. 
This reality is harsh for both the parent and 
the child. “I have not spent a day without my 
mum,” said a 16-year-old student at Sioux 
Center Christian high school, and a daughter 
of an undocumented immigrant, who asked to 
remain nameless.  
“I cannot imagine being without her,” said the 
teenager. 
There are options for immigrants, however. 
For example, some children who came to the 
U.S. before they turned 16, and before June 
15, 2017, can now apply for Deferred Action 
for Childhood Arrivals (DACA). DACA, 
introduced by former president Obama, prevents 
the deportation of children who did not have 
a say regarding their entering into the United 
States, who have been in the U.S. since 2007 
and who have not committed serious crimes.
“In Mexico, you do have the opportunities to 
become better, but it’s just economically, it’s 
not just well. Here you can become better, but 
there’s big enough obstacles as an immigrant 
you have to surpass,” said Veronica.  
Her daughter emphasized, “We’re people that 
want their children to have a better life.”
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Jungles, AK-47’s and airports: a tale from the life of Mark 
Volkers
Janelle Cammenga – Copy Editor The hallway in the classroom building outside 
the digital media lab does little to draw your 
attention. There are some pictures on the walls 
and, yes, there’s a glass display case with some 
posters and pretty lights, but nothing out of the 
ordinary. Students plod by on their way to Core 
classes, maybe talking with their friends, maybe 
staring blankly ahead if it’s early enough in the 
morning.
But if you take the time to turn into the smaller 
hallway and walk through the door of office 
1312, you see something completely different.
Beyond the door, stories cover the muted 
green walls. Not the stories found in books, 
although there are a couple of bookshelves. 
You’ll find the stories in objects around the 
room, silently speaking volumes. The silver and 
black of old cameras capture your attention first. 
A carving of dark wood juts out from a wall on 
the right side of the room. A dark wooden frame 
introduces the face of someone in tribal dress, 
complete with piercings.
Even a plain black and gold frame with a plain 
page of Times New Roman typing tells a story. 
It has to do with a man named Chris, who is 
“350 pounds of evangelistic power.”
There is one thing that draws all these stories 
together, and that is the man sitting at the desk 
in an ordinary wheeled office chair. 
A world traveler. A movie buff.
Mark Volkers. 
After several different careers—first a 
missionary, then a photojournalist and 
documentary film maker, then working as the 
director of the CRC in Grand Rapids—Volkers 
accepted a position in 2005 as a Dordt digital 
media professor.
A reddish grey beard accents the lower half of 
his face. His hand holds a silver thermos full of 
Kericho tea that he sips occasionally. He wears 
a pink shirt, but his pants and suede boots match 
the dusty green of the walls.
Today, he remembers something else green—
not the dusty green of boots or office walls, but 
the green of jungle plants.
---
It was around September of 2003 or 2004, 
during Volkers’ days as a photojournalist. 
He flew into Freetown to do a follow-up story 
on the war in Sierra Leone. The country had 
been engaged in an 11-year civil war, centered 
around the country’s abundance of diamonds, 
with almost 50,000 casualties. People fought
Continued on page 8Photo Credit: Mark Volkers
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Anna Veltkamp – Staff Writer
Dordt College is making an effort to foster a 
growing appreciation for music. This semester, 
the college built its own recording studio 
in an effort to encourage the development 
of individual sound and generate a creative 
atmosphere on campus.
The recording studio is a major step forward 
in encouraging students to create their own 
music and to create new sounds for Dordt.
Marta Vander Top, a senior worship arts major, 
Recording studio and the Ruralists revive Sioux Center sound
said Dordt is very supportive and encourages 
the creativeness and freedom of musical talents.
“I think that by having our own songs, our 
own sound, [we can] create our own atmosphere 
– not just worship-wise, but creative-wise,” 
Vander Top said.
Recording studios like the one on campus 
allow students to express their music and feed 
off each others’ creativeness – furthering the 
development of a musical atmosphere at Dordt. 
Though they use different facilities, bands such 
as the Ruralists and the Aircraft are only two of 
Steve Kelly – Contributing Writer
A week before classes let out for spring break, 
six members of the Dordt College Republicans 
club had the opportunity to attend a conference 
that has the reputation of being the spring break 
destination for conservatives.
The Conservative Political Action Conference 
(CPAC) is an annual three-day conference in 
Washington, D.C., that focuses on defining 
conservative values and learning how to 
implement conservative policies. Every year, 
the biggest names in the conservative movement 
are invited to speak and policy experts lead 
breakout sessions about the pressing issues of 
the day.
Additionally, dozens of media outlets cover the 
conference and the messages of each individual 
speakers. Reporters walk the halls of the 
convention center looking to interview anyone 
in attendance. In fact, a few Dordt attendees 
were interviewed by The Washington Post, The 
Daily Signal and other news organizations.
What makes CPAC enjoyable is that one 
never knows who they will run into. Senators 
and congressmen walk freely around the 
convention center. Famous media personalities 
speak on live TV and interview anyone nearby. 
As an attendee, it is a thrill to walk around the 
convention center because one knows that at 
any moment he or she could cross paths with 
almost any one of the speakers.
Dordt students attend conference in nation’s capital
In the past three years, the Dordt College 
Republicans have organized trips to CPAC. 
This year’s conference, however, was unique 
as, unlike in previous years, the president and 
vice president of the United States addressed 
those in attendance.
Ryan McDermott, a junior political science 
major, deemed Vice President Pence as his 
favorite speaker.
“The vice president did a tremendous job 
[of] providing a brief overview of the new 
conservative agenda in the White House 
and Congress while also keeping the crowd 
energized,” McDermott said. “At times, the 
crowd was louder for him than they were for 
President Trump.”
Not all the big names in attendance were 
typical politicians. One special guest had 
become an internet sensation when he asked 
a question at a presidential debate this past 
campaign season. His adorable red sweater 
and disposable camera have since captured the 
attention of Americans everywhere. This man, 
the one and only Ken Bone, was at CPAC, and 
everyone in our group was able to meet him.
Aaron Van Beek, a junior elementary 
education major, said Bone was his favorite 
person to meet because of how fast the man 
had became a sensation, and because of his red 
sweater. Naturally, in his appearance at CPAC 
Bone indeed wore the iconic red Izod sweater 
that made him famous.
CPAC is a great experience for young 
conservatives as hundreds of College 
Republicans from across the country attend 
every year. After the conference concluded 
each day, Dordt students would get together 
with other students at events sponsored by 
the College Republicans, providing them an 
opportunity to build friendships.
“My favorite part about the whole trip was 
connecting with college students from across 
the country,” Van Beek said. “I still talk to many 
of them even a few weeks after the conference.”
Outside the conference, the Dordt students 
explored Washington, D.C., visiting the 
Washington Monument, Lincoln Memorial, the 
White House, the Capitol and more.
For Ryan Ruenholl, a junior engineering 
major, the best part of the trip was touring the 
Capitol Building.
“I think it is important to visit the seat of our 
government and understand how and where 
the laws that influence our everyday lives are 
made,” Ruenholl said.
One of the highlights of the group’s trip 
was when the students got to spend time on 
the House Speaker’s balcony overlooking the 
National Mall. That day proved beautiful and 
the view from the balcony, students felt, was 
phenomenal.
The whole CPAC experience provided a close-
up look at the political process. Everybody in 
the Dordt group learned something new.
For McDermott, the most interesting part of 
the experience was hearing from White House 
Chief Strategist, Steve Bannon, and White 
House Chief of Staff, Reince Priebus.
“Members of the president’s inner circle gave 
some neat insight into the daily routine of the 
White House and also the president’s agenda 
moving forward,” McDermott said.
A quote stated during a speech by Wisconsin’s 
Governor Scott Walker stood out to sophomore 
Kaylee Geels the most.
“He said that the government should be a 
trampoline for its people, not a hammock,” 
Geels said. “I thought that summarized my 
conservative views well.”
The biggest takeaway for Van Beek was 
seeing how many people care about issues both 
domestic and abroad.
“Some of the people I met live in largely 
populated, liberal areas that – to me – were 
much more conservative than Sioux County 
residents as we are usually seen to be,” Van 
Beek said.
The Dordt College Republicans plan to attend 
CPAC again in the future. 
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Dordt’s leading examples of how much music 
has grown at Dordt – impacting both students 
(the Aircraft) and faculty (the Ruralists).
“I think the Ruralists and the Aircraft are 
really helping [to] shape Dordt’s creative 
atmosphere,” Vander Top said.
Junior Seth Weirup said that getting to watch 
his professors perform original music is an 
inspiration for his own music career.
“It allows me to see a face-to-face person that 
followed the dreams that I have,” Weirup said. 
“[They] did something tangible.”
More than just a hobby, music is used 
for engaging in worship. Freshman Tianna 
Veldhuisen said that seeing people in 
administrative positions use their talents to 
lead others in worship is what inspires her and 
encourages her love of music.
“Seeing people like Jon De Groot, who are in 
leadership positions, prioritizing something so 
important is inspirational,” Veldhuisen said.
The effects of Dordt fostering and engaging in 
musical talents is inspiring a growing number of 
students. The Washington Monthly calls Dordt 
College a “best bang for the buck” school, and 
this name goes beyond the academic aspects 
of the college. Highly ranked for student 
engagement, the growing appreciation of music 
at Dordt College is inspiring students and 






Kyle Fosse – Photography Editor
In 2018, civilians, launched by a company 
called SpaceX, are set to travel into space for 
the first time. 
It has been nearly 45 years since any human 
being traveled outside the low-earth orbit. 
However, SpaceX, the private aerospace 
corporation headed by SpaceX CEO Elon 
Musk, plans to break that exploratory silence 
next year.
The organization states that it has been 
“approached to fly two private citizens on a trip 
around the Moon late next year.”
The two citizens offered to pay an undisclosed 
amount to fund SpaceX to fly the two of them 
around the moon, sending them further than 
any human has ventured before. The trip would 
involve flying 300 to 400 thousand miles, 
propelling the ship to the moon and allowing its 
gravitational pull to bring the ship back around 
to earth.
The company is planning to use the Dragon 
2 spacecraft, a machine that is launched by a 
Falcon Heavy rocket. It has not been tested 
in space, but the Dragon craft is set to begin 
sending unmanned missions to the International 
Space Station to begin the process.
Skeptics predict that the deadline is too early 
for such an ambitious mission. The Government 
Accountability Office predicts that the vehicles 
may not even be certified until 2019.
“Dates are not SpaceX’s strong suit,” said 
Mary Dittmar, the executive director of the 
Coalition for Deep Space Exploration.
The Falcon Heavy, one of SpaceX’s newer 
crafts, was set to launch sometime from 2013 to 
2014. However, due to technical complications, 
that deadline was pushed back to 2017
Despite adversity and skepticism, Musk 
Space: the revitalized frontier
remains confident in SpaceX’s deadline. Musk 
believes that the customers “are entering this 
with their eyes open, knowing there is some 
risk.”
In January, Eugene Cernan, the last man 
to walk on the moon, passed away. His death 
represented, in part, the end of the vigorous 
space race that marked much of the 60s and 70s. 
However, a renewed passion to reach out into 
the final frontier has gripped many scientists 
and organizations in recent years.
In doing so, a sort of competition has 
developed between NASA and SpaceX. 
Dale Ketcham, chief of strategic alliances 
for Space Florida, compares the competition 
between SpaceX and NASA to that of the US 
and Soviet Union in 1969. 
“I do think most of us didn’t see it coming, but 
maybe we should have,” said Kethcham. 
Elizabeth Bouwkamp – Staff Writer
Solving a “fake news” problem
According to the English Oxford Dictionary, 
when using objectivity, you are “not influenced 
by personal feelings or opinions in considering 
and representing facts.”
But can anyone of us remain objective? Can 
journalists achieve objectivity? If the facts 
speak for themselves, objectivity is unneeded. 
To obtain freedom of speech, you present a bias. 
To remain credible, you verify facts.
Last month, President Trump addressed the 
objectivity of the media in his first solo press 
conference.
Headlines echoed the president’s declarations 
and opinions about today’s journalists.
Time magazine published an article titled 
“President Trump Accuses News Media of 
Being ‘Out of Control,’” written by Darlene 
Superville and Ken Thomas.
CNN Money revealed “Trump attacks media 
in lengthy, combative press conference,” while 
Fox News championed the president’s view of 
today’s media with personal concern: “Trump’s 
marathon media-bashing presser: did he go too 
far?” Fox News opinion writer Howard Kurtz 
described Trump’s press conference as “the 
harshest indictment of the media ever delivered 
from the White House.”
Our magazines, newspapers and broadcasting 
stations report news from sides, angles, 
opinions, perspectives – and biases. Objectivity 
is the name of the game, but competition gets 
in the way, rules are disregarded and personal 
opinions expose reporters.
In fact, the American Press Institute published 
an article by Walter Dean entitled “The lost 
meaning of ‘objectivity.’”
In the latter part of the 19th century, journalists 
wrote with a “realist” mind, that is, they focused 
on gathering and ordering facts. They assumed 
facts revealed truth naturally if ordered in the 
right way.
However, beginning in the 1920s, journalists 
began writing articles full of biases – still 
prevalent in our news media today.
During this time, Walter Lippmann and 
Charles Merz investigated a new way to ensure 
objectivity in journalism.
Lippman’s work produced two key ideas. 
First, news organizations can use neutral voices 
Buffington Post
to display objectivity. Second, neutral voices 
without verification produce deception.
According to the American Press Institute, 
“Journalists who select sources to express what 
is really their own point of view, and then use 
the neutral voice to make it seem objective, are 
engaged in deception.”
How many times have you presented facts, 
benefits and opinions for one side of an 
argument, but to appear neutral, you ended the 
argument with, “but it’s your choice...don’t let 
me influence your decision.” In this example, 
you too engage in deception. You present a side 
of an argument, you organize the facts to lead 
to a certain conclusion (your bias) and falsely 
end with acting indifferent to a decision (false 
objectivity).
Objective news reporting is desired. President 
Trump wants objectivity and stories free of 
“fake news,” as shown in his tweet on Feb. 17. 
However, much of today’s neutral reporting is 
false objectivity.
Journalists and American citizens should 
be fact-finders and masters of objectivity. But 
can they really perform both well? Can people 
display the facts of an argument on political, 
social and religious issues without “fake” 
neutrality?
Today’s journalists include anyone engaged 
in the act of “informing.” You write Facebook 
posts presenting facts from one side. You use 
Twitter videos and characters to tell others what 
to think on social and political issues.
After gathering facts, you order them according 
to their perceived importance. Ordering facts 
welcomes personal bias. However, bias is 
lessened with verification.
Verify, verify, verify.
Before determining whether the media is 
biased or your friend’s post on Facebook is 
lacking objectivity, you must check the facts. 
Where does the information originate? Who are 
the sources? What holes need addressing?
The answer to today’s lack of news objectivity 
and abundance of personal bias lies in source 
credibility. Pure objectivity and unbiased 
reporting is impossible, but fact-checking and 
source credibility is not only possible, it’s 
essential. It is the answer to President Trump’s 
media complaints, individual rants on biased 
news stations and falsified information.
Meagan DeGraaf – Staff Writer
Over the past several weeks, many cities have 
reported the abuse and even destruction of 
cemeteries—but the only ones under attack have 
been Jewish burial places. These occurrences 
are happening nationwide, from Missouri to 
New York, Philadelphia to St. Louis. 
Each affected cemetery, whether near or far 
from others, is hit in the same way. Headstones 
are ripped up from their slots of land and 
sometimes smashed beyond recognition. Some 
cemeteries suffer the destruction of hundreds of 
graves while others see only a few headstones 
worth of damage. Police handle the damage 
differently in various cities as well. The New 
York Police Department released a statement 
after forty headstones in a Brooklyn cemetery 
were destroyed, but the response was not what 
the large Jewish community expected.
“Something is definitely not kosher,” said 
New York State Assemblyman Don Hikind. 
The NYPD decided that the devastation of 
headstones was not a hate crime and not even 
vandalism, despite cut fences around the small 
area where the damaged graves were located. 
This is especially disturbing considering 
Washington Cemetery’s size—there are 
thousands of graves in the large area, but 
these forty Jewish burial spaces were the ones 
attacked. 
This comes during a time of particular unrest 
in religious discrimination. Since Donald 
Trump’s election and his suggestion of banning 
all Muslims from entering the United States, 
many minority religious groups have felt 
oppressed, not only by their new president but 
also by his supporters. 
Anti-Semitic vandalism
Tarek El-Messidi, a Muslim man living in 
Tennessee, saw the damage in Philadelphia 
and could not begin to express his outrage and 
sadness at seeing the anti-Semitism and hatred. 
Within a few hours, El-Messidi had brought the 
Muslim and Jewish communities closer together 
to the tune of 20,000 dollars in donations. He 
raised money to help repair the headstones and 
allow the community to properly honor their 
deceased.
“To bully dead people is just unfathomable,” 
said El-Messidi, lamenting that this could 
happen in a country that promotes freedom and 
prides itself in its strides toward equality. 
Police in many of the affected cities are still 
working to determine if these crimes were 
hate crimes—51 percent of which are annually 
committed against Jews—and find suspects. 
Anna Veltkamp – Staff Writer
To compensate for a predicted rise in 
enrollment, Dordt College’s administrated is 
asking next year’s upperclassmen to increase 
the number of students who live in each 
apartment unit. In response to this new rule, 
students are treating this change with mixed 
feelings, both concern over the sustainability 
of an increase of students-per-room and also a 
shortage of storage. 
Some students agree that an increase in bodies-
per-room will help to strengthen the feeling of 
community on campus. Many others, however, 
face this change with questions and concerns.
“[Housing that many] people in East 
[campus] is insane, especially for storage,” said 
sophomore Jordan Kooima, who concludes 
“they need new housing.”
Derek Buteyn and Kim Brinkerhoff of 
Student Services note that an increases in the 
number of students in individual apartments 
have happened multiple times in Dordt history, 
and both feel that this mandate may be well 
achieved.
Brinkerhoff advises students who fear a lack 
of storage to get creative with how they live and 
store their possessions. Buteyn offers similar 
Upperclassman prepare for 
tight living conditions
advice. 
“When I lived in East campus, we had six 
guys in one apartment,” said Buteyn. 
“It seems like such a shock, because it’s new 
to you,” said Brinkerhoff. But once students 
acclimate to the new living situation, she feels 
housing with four other students will seem 
normal.
Buteyn and Brinkerhoff said that although 
students may not like this requirement, many 
signed up for the largest amount of students 
possible in each living space in both Kuyper 
and Southview. According to Brinkerhoff, this 
occurrence is a relationship thing; students want 
to be with their friends.
Taking into account the growth of student 
enrollment in previous years, Buteyn said that 
the college still predicts a large enrollment of 
traditional students in addition to incoming Pro-
Tech program students. The arrival of the Pro-
Tech students is predicted to be just the same as 
any new student arrival. 
Buteyn said Student Services does not 
anticipate it will have to overcome any big 
challenges beyond the influx of students. 
Housing may be cramped, but administration 
feels that the tight living situation is a necessity 
for the time being.
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Caeden Tinklenberg – Staff Writer
The owner parked his truck alone in the lot 
between East Hall and the De Witt Gymnasium, 
proclaiming his message to anyone motoring 
past on 7th street or gazing out of Eckardt 
Lounge’s floor-to-ceiling windows:
“Build the Wall.” 
The message enclosed door panels both sides 
of the new white Chevy pickup. Scrawled in red 
paint only a few days after Trump’s election, the 
message also molested the tailgate.
Last year, the Trump campaign made an 
appearance in the B.J. Haan on Dordt’s 
campus. Since then, the late-January visit and 
early-November election of President Donald 
J. Trump have done more than just motivate 
persons to write controversial messages on 
vehicles.
This year, Jan. 20 was a visit day at Dordt. The 
TVs in the commons were tuned to Trump’s 
Inauguration and most heads turned to watch 
the scene unfolding on Capitol Hill between 
bites of burgers or stir fry and gulps of chocolate 
milk. Prospective students and parents shared 
emotions of excitement and apprehension while 
watching a man swear the oath of office and 
become the most powerful figure in the world.
Eric Tudor, Assistant Director of Admissions 
at Dordt, said there is no evidence that Trump’s 
visit to Dordt had a negative impact on 
admission numbers.
Dordt hasn’t, however, remained completely 
clear of outside scrutiny over Trump.
Howard Wilson, Vice President of Dordt 
College, spoke about a high school guidance 
counselor in Los Angeles who received a 
brochure from Dordt and sent back a reply 
saying, “I would never send a student to Dordt 
because Iowa is a racist state. Iowa voted to 
elect Trump; therefore, I would never send a 
student to Iowa.”
“It is a concern for us socially,” Wilson said 
of the large volume of complaints the college 
has received for allowing Trump to speak on 
campus, “but we try to stay above the fray as 
Trump’s impact on Dordt community and image
much as we can.”
President Erik Hoekstra provided the 
following in response to the question of how 
Trump’s visit and presidency will impact Dordt 
(the Diamond agreed to print his quote its 
entirety): 
“The response to the Trump election and early 
days of his presidency has been, for the most 
part, publicly quiet on our campus—which is 
simultaneously heartening and concerning to 
me. 
Heartening, because I believe both students 
and faculty members are pondering, praying, 
discussing, and measuring his early moves 
against Biblical norms for leadership and the 
call to subordinate ourselves to proper authority. 
Our campus has not fallen prey to what I see on 
some other campuses of groups talking ‘past’ 
each other in emotional and visceral responses 
to Mr. Trump which have broken down 
community in some of those places.
But this ‘public quiet’ is also concerning for 
me—we need to be active as Christians in the 
public square—to have thoughts and talk about 
those thoughts with other Christians. So, if our 
‘public quiet’ over the past months signals either 
apathy about politics or disdain for those who 
have real fears about the Trump administration, 
then I’m concerned. 
Overall, I do know that small group 
conversations are happening—and both Aaron’s 
chapel after the election and Jemar Tisby’s visit 
this past week [Jan. 30-Feb. 3] point to ways that 
we’re having a positive ‘public and measured’ 
conversation about our current national political 
scene.
In sum, I would say—it’s still really early in the 
Trump administration to make a determination 
of the impact at Dordt College—and my hope 
is that we’ll all stay in the conversation in the 
months and years to come with a Biblical and 
Christ-centered viewpoint as our primary filter.”
Hoekstra also wrote a letter following Trump’s 
rally as an attempt to remain above the fray.
The letter was the second top rating post in 
terms of likes on Dordt’s Facebook page. Leah 
Zuidema, Dean for Curriculum and Instruction 
at Dordt, interprets the positive social media 
feedback as affirmation of the college’s decision 
to include Trump.
Looking to previous campaigns, Tudor was a 
freshman at Dordt when Obama beat McCain 
in 2008. “Trump has certainly divided campus 
more than Obama did” he said. “When Obama 
won, there was disappointment, but students 
weren’t concerned in the way some are now.”
Even so, Tudor thinks Dordt students are 
handling the controversy with more maturity 
than most. “I just got back from Gonzaga 
[University] and the environment there was 
way more polarized.” 
Tudor credits the healthy community at Dordt 
to two factors: lack of anonymity and critical 
thinking. “Dordt really encourages critical 
thinking right off the bat and we teach that open 
dialogue is healthy—even on a small campus.”
Tudor thinks that the conservative presidency 
will likely be good for Dordt—at least in the 
short term. 
“Other candidates were promising free public 
education and that’s a big threat to private 
schools. We won’t have to worry about that for 
another four years hopefully,” said Tudor.
Amid controversy, Zuidema hopes to 
maintain the level of political engagement that 
she has seen over the past year, and she’s not 
alone. At the Jan. meeting of the Academic 
Senate, Zuidema heard resounding appreciation 
for how involved students and faculty were in 
political dialogue and the political process. 
“We are trying to find ways to sustain and 
encourage that energy across the four-year 
cycle in a nonpartisan, umbrella-like approach 
that addresses what it means to be politically 
engaged and a Christian” she said. “I think we 
are called into the challenge and we shouldn’t 
run away and leave politics to the rest of the 
world.”
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Last week Christian Universities Online 
named Dordt the second most beautiful campus 
in the Midwest.
Dordt stacked only a little lower than the 
University of Northwestern, St. Paul, an 
institution that has the advantage of a classic 
Minnesota view as it is located by a lake. Calvin 
College, Northwestern, Bethel and Trinity 
trailed Dordt farther down on the list.
Junior Lydia Van Wingerden said that whether 
you find Dordt’s campus to be a beautiful one 
or not depends a lot on a person’s perspective 
and background. She finds the campus to be 
“very Midwestern” with lower, wide buildings 
and brick. While she isn’t convinced it is the 
best – she might choose Princeton University 
over Dordt – her choice picture spot on campus 
Dordt runner-up for campus beauty 
would be standing near the prairie looking at the 
Southview apartments, where the open green 
field compliments the red brick building with 
its symmetrical sides.
CUO used four criteria to rate each campus: 
(as listed on their website) 1) continuity of 
campus, 2) architectural style, 3) signature 
building(s) and 4) natural setting. An equal 
weight was assigned to each category. After 
summarizing the benefits of Dordt’s offered 
education, the organization proceeded to lay out 
the features of the campus and explain why it 
was chosen as the second most beautiful.
 “Featuring facilities built in a contemporary, 
traditional architectural style, “said the CUO 
website, “the College’s impressive clock tower 
serves as its main landmark. The campus is well 
laid out and offers large, open, grassy areas for 
students to relax and enjoy.” 
Along with students, theology professor 
David Henreckson agrees that the tower is one 
of the main aspects of Dordt’s uniqueness. 
“I like open space a lot,” said Henreckson. 
Unlike some college campuses he has 
experienced, he enjoys the self-contained, 
compact feel of Dordt’s campus. He specifically 
mentioned the “quad” of buildings, which 
makes the campus feel “safe in the middle.” 
Other campuses feel “less cohesive” to him, 
spread out within a city setting. 
Henreckson is not a fan of the mid-century 
style, “nondescript brick” classroom building, 
though. Instead, he considers prefers the design 
of the campus center and science building. 
Henreckson said the designs look like they were 
“built more self-consciously” than that of the 
Ribbens complex.
Henreckson also highlighted the prairie. He 
will often take the path around the prairie into 
campus on his morning commute, and he brings 
his family out for walks on its windy path, as 
well. This natural preserve in Dordt’s backyard 
supplements its character, and a prayer garden 
is in the works for this spring.
Stan Oordt, a maintenance director at Dordt, 
feels maintaining the beauty of Dordt’s campus 
requires an embrace of Christian hospitality 
and stewardship. Dordt’s maintenance team 
consists of 26 personnel year-round. The group 
also includes 70 full-time students during the 
school year and 100 full-time students during 
the summer.
“The [maintenance] team takes such good 
care of the campus because they know that their 
work glorifies God, and we want to take the best 





Caeden Tinklenberg – Staff Writer
On Wednesday, February 22, he walked into 
the hospital at 7:45, just like any other day. 
He’s tall. Despite being younger than he looks 
in pictures, his hair is thinning near the top. He 
has it cut short.
It was Dr. Richard Mouw’s first day back from 
a very relaxing vacation somewhere warmer. 
In August, Mouw started his job as general 
surgeon at Sioux Center Health. 
The patient log waited for him at the nurses’ 
station, anchored to a clipboard.
“How was your vacation?” asked Joanne 
Langeraap, Managing Nurse of Surgery.
“It was very nice; the weather was great,” 
answered Mouw.
Another nurse, rounding the corner, queried, 
“Where did you go again?”
“Nassau. In the Bahamas. It was a Sandals 
Resort; quite nice actually.”
Nurse Anesthetist Ron Haan emerged from a 
door across the hall, adjusting his surgery cap 
and pulling on his scrubs.
“Hey, how was your vacation?” he asked.
The log listed the names, scheduled procedures 
and other pertinent information for each patient 
Dr. Mouw would see that day. He looked at the 
page for a while, lifted it up, noticed that the 
backside was blank and let it return to rest.
“Four EGDs and a colonoscopy today,” he 
said.
The two procedures are similar. An 
esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) is a 
minimally invasive procedure that involves 
inserting an endoscope through the oral cavity 
of a patient, down the esophagus, into the 
stomach and peeking into the first portion of the 
small intestine, the duodenum.
As an EGD starts in the mouth, a colonoscopy 
Fresh surgeon cares for familiar patients
starts at the other end.
The first patient was elderly. “She’s been on a 
proton pump inhibitor for a couple weeks now,” 
said Mouw. Proton pump inhibitors are a class 
of medication that reduce the amount of acid the 
stomach makes.
This woman had come in with chest and 
stomach pain earlier in the month and ulcers 
were found just above her stomach—the result 
of excess acid eating through and irritating the 
lining of her esophagus. She was back to verify 
that the treatment was working.
“These drugs can have unpleasant side effects 
if used long term,” Mouw told the patient. “If 
you’ve improved I’ll put you on something a 
little milder.”
The next few minutes contained an overview 
of the procedure and an analysis of the risk. The 
most dangerous complication is a perforation 
somewhere along the esophagus or stomach.
“I’ve never caused a perforation and I don’t 
intend to now,” said the doctor.
Mouw left the room and headed for the 
endoscopy suite. Inside he was met by two 
surgery technicians. The first left to go fetch the 
patient.
The second, Kristin Haan, wore mint green 
scrubs. She was arranging items on the cart that 
carried the endoscope.
The “scope” looks like a snake. Its black 
with white bands every five centimeters. These 
markings help the doctor know how deep the 
instrument is inside the patient. The head of the 
scope holds a light, a camera (with impressive 
focal range), a water jet, the mouth of a vacuum 
line and an auxiliary port for a range of tools.
Following the head, the first 10 centimeters 
of the scope is motorized with stellar dexterity. 
The many joints in the shaft are actuated by the 
controller attached at the end of the scope held 
by the operator.
Ron Haan entered shortly after the first surgery 
tech left. He woke up the vital signs monitor 
and began preparing his potion of Propofol (a 
milky-colored sedative that stings when it first 
enters the arm through an IV).
Mouw donned a disposable blue gown that ties 
in the back to protect his business blue button 
down and teal, orange and white patterned 
tie from any fluids that may seek to stain. He 
pulled surgical gloves onto his hands and over 
the cuffs of the gown.
The patient rolled into the room on a bed, 
accompanied by the first surgery technician. She 
was prompted to roll on her side as Ron Haan 
hooked her up to the Propofol. He depressed the 
plunger and a few milliliters of drugs entered 
the patient’s blood stream.
Meanwhile Kristin Haan was fitting a mouth 
guard into the patient’s mouth.
“It’s so you don’t bite me,” said Mouw. The 
half-conscious patient either didn’t find the joke 
amusing or was prevented from smiling by the 
mouth guard.
After few more milliliters of Propofol, it was 
time.
Mouw rolled the head of the scope in some 
lidocaine jelly he had just squeezed onto a 
gauze pad. Lidocaine, like Novocain, is a local 
anesthetic that numbs any tissue it contacts. The 
jelly, said Mouw, is better than any sore throat 
lozenge.
The snake entered the patient’s mouth.
The procedure is a high-stakes version of 
Mario Kart. Mouw used his free hand to push 
the scope down the throat of his patient. With 
his eyes on the screen showing the feed from 
the scope’s camera, his other hand twisted 
the wheel on the controller to steer the scope 
straight.
The patient’s tortuous esophagus made the 
journey down to the stomach a twisty-turny 
challenge.
The location where the esophagus feeds into 
the stomach is called the gastroesophageal 
junction (GEJ). In normal individuals, the 
GEJ occurs at roughly the same location that 
the esophagus passes through a hole in the 
diaphragm called a hiatus.
This patient’s GEJ was nowhere near her 
diaphragm.
“She has what’s called a hiatal hernia,” said 
Mouw, “where a portion of the stomach pushes 
up through the diaphragm and into the thoracic 
cavity.”
Since a portion of her stomach is above the 
tight hiatus that would normally prevent acid 
reflux, the hernia is likely the major cause of 
the ulcers around the patient’s GEJ. If the 
patient was younger, or the surgery less risky, 
Dr. Mouw said he would surgically repair the 
hernia.
For now, it looks like the medication is 
working well and the ulcers are retreating.
After a couple pictures and measurements 
were taken, the scope came back out the way 
it went in.
Mouw set the scope back on the cart. He 
snapped the string tying back his gown. With a 
serious of quick memorized motions his gown 
and gloves came off in one piece. He rolled 
them into a tight ball and discarded it in the 
trash.
Retreating to the surgeon’s lounge, Mouw 
recorded the procedure, team members and 
findings in his notes.
One down, four more to go.
Justin Banks – Staff Writer
Based on the responses of a small survey of 
both employees and students at Dordt College, 
the following may come as a shock to many—
Dordt College is not a liberal arts institution.
In the Dordt Admission Office lies a 
promotional flyer for the college, titled The 
Skinny on Dordt College. One particularly 
interesting claim made in the flyer is, “At Dordt, 
Core Program courses focus on interdisciplinary 
themes grounded in a comprehensive biblical 
world and life view.” 
If Dordt students are receiving a broad 
knowledge by way of various core programs, 
how then is this institution not a liberal arts 
college?
Like many students, sophomore Samantha 
Hoekstra believed that Dordt College was a 
liberal arts college based on the fact that students 
“learn things that go beyond their majors.” 
 “What is a Liberal Arts College?,” a page on 
the Liberal Arts College website,  helps students 
choose the right college for them. This page is 
designated solely on defining what a liberal 
arts college is. According to the definition, “A 
liberal arts college is a school that offers four-
year degrees that are on general liberal arts 
education. These degrees are broad in breath… 
[covering] subjects like Art, Literature, English, 
Sociology, Political Science, Philosophy, 
Mathematics, History, Anthropology, 
Linguistics, Mathematics, etc.” 
The Carnegie Classification of Institutions of 
Higher Education provides standards that help 
Not Liberal Arts: Who Are We?
explain why Dordt College is not technically 
a liberal arts institution. In 1970, the Carnegie 
Commission of Higher Education developed a 
framework to classify colleges and universities. 
The classification system has been updated over 
six times since 1973, and the last update was 
made in 2015 when the group redefined the 
Associate’s Categories. 
According to The Carnegie Classification of 
Institutions of Higher Learning, Dordt College 
falls under the category of Baccalaureate 
Colleges: Diverse Fields. The Baccalaureate 
Colleges: Diverse, a subcategory of 
Baccalaureate Colleges, is defined as a four-
year college or university where baccalaureate 
degrees are offered. Also under the category 
of Baccalaureate Colleges is the Baccalaureate 
Colleges: Arts & Sciences Focus, more 
commonly known as liberal arts college. 
The two subcategories are very similar, but 
according Jim Bos of the Dordt Registrar Dordt 
College is a Baccalaureate College: Diverse 
Fields because approximately 40 percent or 
more of Dordt College alumni earned majors in 
either education or business.
Because a large portion of alumni majored 
in fields unaffiliated with the arts and sciences, 
Dordt will remain a Baccalaureate Colleges: 
Diverse and not a liberal arts institution. 
However, as the popularity of STEM programs 
continue to build across the globe, and with 
the addition of the new science building, it is 
possible that future alum will impact change in 
Dordt’s official institution type.
Lydia Marcus – Staff Writer
As residents of Iowa, we have an interest in 
local agricultural practices, whether we realize 
it or not. In particular, the fertilizer applied 
on surrounding fields impacts the quality of 
the water we drink. Nitrate that crops do not 
consume may be washed out of the field and 
into local bodies of water, including the shallow 
wells that supply much of Sioux Center’s water.
The current cropping system used across most 
of Iowa and the Midwest—corn and soybeans 
are continuously rotated—requires much 
nitrogen fertilizer, meaning that large quantities 
of nitrogen are lost to the environment each 
year. This has consequences for water quality 
and ecosystem health. 
Dordt College professor of environmental 
studies, Rob De Haan, professor emeritus of 
agriculture, Ron Vos and local farmer Matt 
Schuiteman recently published an article 
called “Soil Nitrate, Cropping Systems, and 
Economics” in the agriculture journal PLOS 
ONE. The article presents the findings of their 
five-year study of five different crop rotations 
and the impact each has on the amount of 
nitrate found in the soil afterward. In addition, 
the research took the economic viability of each 
system into account. It found that a cropping 
system that planted oats, alfalfa and corn 
successively performed the best in terms of 
profitability and the amount of residual nitrate 
in the soil. 
But adopting a new cropping system requires 
commitment on the farmer’s behalf.
“There are many reasons that could discourage 
a farmer from adopting new cropping systems. 
The most obvious reason is money,” said junior 
agriculture major and Ag Club treasurer Victoria 
Cast. Different crop rotations often require 
different planting, maintenance and harvesting 
techniques, so switching cropping systems may 
require a farmer to buy new equipment.
“Another reason related to money is the 
markets. Farmers want to grow the crops that 
sell well,” said Cast. “Many times, that means 
interrupting the crop rotation.” 
“Soil, Nitrate, Cropping 
Systems” and You
Interrupting a crop rotation means planting 
crops in a different order than originally 
planned. For example, if the farmer had planned 
to plant corn one year and soybeans the next, 
but the market price of soybeans is quite low, 
the farmer may choose to plant corn two years 
in a row.
“In my opinion, it is not the consumer’s job 
to encourage the farmers to adopt different 
cropping systems,” said Cast. 
“There are so many misguided and 
misunderstood topics between consumers and 
producers that the encouragement needs to come 
from the university and research communities. 
Farmers are proud people and do not like when 
people who do not understand their business tell 
them what to do.”
However, there are ways in which consumers 
can indirectly promote the improvement of 
agriculture practices. For example, consumers 
can vote for public servants, city council 
members, state representatives or even national 
officials who support agriculture practices that 
improve water quality.
“An increase in consumer demand for 
products such as perennial grains will also 
help,” De Haan said. “Planting more perennial 
grains will improve water quality. We can pull 
perennials into the system by spending dollars 
on them.” 
Consumers can also choose to eat less meat. 
Much of the corn and soybeans grown on 
commercial farms are used to feed livestock 
that are eventually butchered. Consuming less 
meat means the demand for livestock feed 
decreases, putting less pressure on farmers to 
grow these crops. 
Cast also believes that consumers could 
encourage farmers by “asking questions and 
showing interest in what is happening on the 
farm level.”
De Haan concurs. 
“Individually thanking farmers for doing a 
good job caring for the soil and water quality 
can have a lot of impact,” he said. “Commercial 
farmers don’t get thanked all that often, and 
they do an important job.” 
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Crabtree and her fellow teammates traveled to 
Cary, MS during spring break.
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PLIA 2017: a time to serve
Bonding usually means doing normal activities 
together, like watching movies, commiserating 
about homework and bowling. 
But sometimes, bonding means you take 
turns holding a mason jar filled with water and 
a goldfish on a six-and-a-half hour-long car 
ride to Lac Courte Oreilles, WI. Or maybe it 
means dressing up in weird thrift store outfits. 
Or maybe it means turning a two-day paint 
job into a week-long job in order to have more 
good conversations with a woman who lives in 
a trailer.
There’s no bonding quite like PLIA bonding.
 As is Dordt’s custom, teams of students—15 
PLIA teams, 117 students—departed from the 
college the first Friday of spring break to spend 
their week off serving in locations ranging from 
Shiprock, NM to New Orleans, LA.
This year, Alex Geleynse, Dordt’s discipleship 
coordinator, encouraged the teams to share their 
testimonies with each other.
Senior Kami Crabtree, three-time PLIA 
participant and a leader of the Cary, MS team, 
loved this part of the trip. 
“A couple of strangers who didn’t know each 
other a couple days ago were pouring out their 
lives to each other,” she said.
Crabtree and her team came face-to-face with 
poverty in Cary, as 50 percent of that population 
lives under the poverty line.
For Crabtree, seeing such poverty “makes me 
rethink the life I live.”
But the trip was not all about serious 
reflection. There were plenty of light-hearted 
moments, especially when the team helped out 
in a thrift store.
“One of the guys dressed up in this froofy tutu 
thing,” Crabtree said.
Freshman Carolyn Liddle experienced PLIA 
for the first time this spring break. After her 
honeymoon excitement of signing up for PLIA 
died down, she worried that, as a nursing major, 
she would only tire herself out by not going 
home during break. In the end, however, she did 
not regret her choice.
Liddle participated on the team that traveled to 
Inez, KY. Though this location was not her first 
choice, as she wanted to work with kids during 
the week, it turned out to be the right place for 
her. Among her many experiences, one day 
Liddle and sophomore Kaileen Runia helped a 
woman named Norma paint her bathroom, a job 
that should have taken no time at all.  
“We came to help with painting, and she just 
wanted to sit down and talk,” Liddle said.
Through these conversations, they heard 
Norma’s life story and how she quit her job in 
order to care for her grandson, Braden. Braden 
has NKH, meaning his body produces too much 
protein, and his father is in jail for drug usage. 
Because Braden needs much care, Norma 
cannot work. She survives off welfare and food 
stamps, and she lives in a trailer.
Liddle and Runia admired Norma because, in 
spite of her circumstances, she was not bitter. 
She thanked God for the little she had – “I 
don’t know what I would do with more” – and 
especially for Braden. She even showed Liddle 
and Runia an example of her generosity.
“She had nothing, and she wanted to feed us,” 
Liddle said.
PLIA is a time of lessons, serving and being 
served, no matter what team a student is a part 
of.
 During the past week, Crabtree learned to be 
flexible and willing to follow God’s changing 
plans. She said that things never go as expected, 
even when you think you know what’s going 
on. 
“Just accept whatever God throws your way,” 
she said.
While PLIA is well-attended, the group faces 
a dilemma: A large majority of their planning 
leadership graduates in the spring. Crabtree is 
one of these leaders who is moving on. She 
graduates in December.
“I don’t think I can really put into words what 
PLIA means to me,” she said. “I’m gonna miss 
it so much.”
Jaden Vander Berg & Luke Venhuizen – News 
Editor & Social Media Director
A message of love in Gateway City
For most college students, spring break is 
a time to relax from classes, spend time with 
friends and party in a warm, tropical climate. 
Co-eds set their eyes on Cancun, South Padre 
Island or Daytona Beach to get away from the 
frigid winter that plagued campuses over the 
past few months. 
However, not every college student chooses 
a “fun in the sun” vacation. Through Dordt’s 
spring break organization PLIA (Putting Love 
Into Action), over 130 students went to 15 
different cities across the United States to serve 
the members of those communities.
PLIA expanded their work sites this year to 
include working with the homeless in Austin, 
TX, aiding refugees in St. Louis, MO, and other 
service opportunities.  
Our (Jaden and Luke’s) group of eight 
embarked on the eight-and-a-half hour drive 
to St. Louis on Friday after the last classes 
were done. We packed up the van and left the 
Kuyper parking lot at 3:15 pm.  In our group, 
each individual was relatively a stranger to each 
other, and among the eight were students from 
each of the four classes. However, we wouldn’t 
be strangers by the end of the week. Soon we 
would grow together through shared experiences 
that ranged from sharing testimonies, cleaning 
fish tanks or taking way too many selfies.
The team – Aaron Hooyer, Luke Venhuizen, 
Jaden Vander Berg, Hannah Brouwer, Madi 
Anderson, Jo-Anna Aalbers, Kimberley 
Marques and Sarah Van Hulzen – arrived at a 
church in St. Louis just after midnight to spend 
the night. The next day we drove to a former 
school for the deaf that is now owned by an 
organization called City Lights.
City Lights didn’t allow us to check in before 
8:00 p.m., so our group took advantage of 
our location and set out to see the tourist sites 
that St. Louis has to offer. Thanks to the PLIA 
committee’s photo scavenger hunt, we kept 
ourselves easily entertained everywhere we 
went.
When we made it to City Lights Saturday 
evening we headed to the third floor, where 
City Lights resides, passing a women’s ministry 
on the first floor and refugees from the Congo 
living on the second floor along the way. We 
were greeted by two of our leaders for the week, 
Chris and Tanya, as well as their one-year-old 
son, Christopher. We talked with them until the 
arrival of three other schools, who would also 
be staying there for the week.
After a quick orientation and a read-through 
of the rules, rules that included the likes of 
“Lights out and quiet time” at 11:00 p.m. and 
“No romantic touch,” we met as a Dordt team 
to do our nightly devotions to wrap up the day.
After breakfast Sunday morning, we had the 
opportunity to experience the church that is a 
part of the City Lights organization. Over half 
of the songs were sung in other languages, such 
as Spanish, French and Swahili. It was a unique 
service, unlike most of our home churches. 
After a weekend of getting to know the 
city, we finally started our work with Oasis 
International.  The week was a mix of building 
maintenance, furniture delivery, work with 
refugees and community development.  
St. Louis is a popular city for refugees from 
all over the world. Their size lends to the 
availability of a variety of services, yet they 
don’t just get lost in the crowd. Oasis has 
assisted refugees from over 45 countries, from 
Middle Eastern countries such as Iraq, Iran 
and Syria, to African countries such as Congo, 
Togo, Sudan and Liberia to the Southeast Asian 
country of Burma.   
Part of our service throughout the week was to 
fill in where Oasis is lacking in staff. Different 
members acted as receptionists, one group 
cleaned a fish tank and others washed windows 
and picked up trash in a park.  
Each one of our team members had the chance 
to go on a home delivery, where we brought 
furniture to a family who recently moved to 
the United States. These experiences differed 
each time: some were offered water for their 
service while others had the opportunity to sit 
down with the family and chat over very strong 
Middle Eastern coffee.  
On Tuesdays and Thursdays, Oasis holds 
English classes. During these classes, most of 
our team helped with the necessary babysitting. 
The infants and toddlers were split into two 
different rooms. There were only a handful of 
regular volunteers so we were able to fill in the 
gaps.  Some of the others had a chance to sit 
in on a few classes because they are training to 
teach English as a second language.
“One of the most powerful things for me 
was working with the toddlers in the nursery”, 
said junior leader Hannah Brouwer. “Seeing 
the children with different languages and skin 
colors all playing together and just being a 
community was really awesome.”
Oasis emphasizes relationship building as 
a top priority with every refugee that walks 
through their doors. On the first day, we were 
told if there are people in the waiting room, we 
were allowed to stop whatever we were doing 
to sit and talk with them. And we did just that.
“One lady I talked to showed me pictures of her 
family that she had left behind in Afghanistan,” 
said freshman Kim Marques. “When a man 
came up to help her with her postponed permit, 
her face contorted in fear and anguish.”
”I was rendered helpless; that is, all except to 
love her,” Marques said. 
One of the key take ways that we all learned 
from this week was what love looks like. 
Oasis truly lives out the second greatest 
commandment, “Love thy neighbor as thyself.”
“The power of God’s love, reaching 
over cultural divides, language barriers, 
governmental options is what I experienced so 
strongly, and I am so grateful for the dear people 
both in my team and those estranged from their 
homelands who showed me how that really is 
all that matters,” Marques said. 
And that, my friends, is what PLIA is about.
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The audience stood up and clapped. Director 
Dr. Bradley Miedema and the band smiled back. 
Instruments glimmered back into the crowd 
under the spotlights. 
And that concluded another successful concert 
on the road for the Dordt College concert band 
and chamber orchestra. 
After any performance that took place during 
tour, a local Dordt graduate, principal or church 
leader would offer up a prayer to end the evening. 
Then, the students would run to a crowded room 
where their instrument cases awaited packing, 
then dart to other rooms so they could change 
out of those restricting tuxedos and dresses. 
During the tour, one flutist commented, “It’ll 
be nice not to live out of a suitcase when we 
get back,” while changing back into everyday 
clothes and zipping up her bag. 
This is the norm for Dordt students on tour: 
they arrive in a city after a long bus ride, 
unpack two buses and a trailer of luggage and 
instruments, sound-check the two groups, 
eat something with the kind hosts in that city, 
change into concert dress and get up on stage. 
Then they change again and go out to meet 
“host parents” who give them a place to sleep 
and a shower to wash off the smell of buses 
filled with college boys. 
“You look like a pack mule,” said a host parent 
to one of her students when dropping her off at a 
church in New Jersey after a two-night stay and 
a free afternoon in New York City. 
This year’s tour to the northeast followed a 
pattern of sleeping different locations nearly 
every night, leaving students excited to travel 
with their peers and simultaneously exhausted 
at the thought of doing so. It’s not easy to carry 
Music on the road – band and 
orchestra tour
tubas and chimes into and out of churches and 
schools every day. 
Many say the experience is completely worth 
the exhaustion. There is no price for seeing new 
parts of the country and meeting new people, 
whether they are Dordt students in different 
classes or people who give up their homes and 
free time to host the musicians. 
These hosts often inspired what the musicians 
affectionately call “host family story time,” a 
period of time set aside on the long bus rides to 
new states where students can share interesting 
stories from the nights spent at the homes of 
strangers. 
Sometimes stories would consist of cute 
chats with host parents, while others featured 
crazy drivers, a host parent asking students to 
jog with him in downtown D.C. to prepare for 
his marathon that weekend, a few host parents 
giving gifts and food in abundance, some who 
owned a Dutch bakery and wanted to know how 
their donuts compared to those at Casey’s and 
even a couple funny stories about sleep-talkers. 
These story times, along with other forced 
interaction provided by “get-to-know-you” 
games and free time for students to hang out 
and play Rook, helped students get to know one 
another and form new relationships with fellow 
musicians. 
This year, the band and orchestra played in 
Illinois, Michigan, Ontario, New York, New 
Jersey, Washington, D.C., Ohio and Wisconsin, 
passing through other states on the way there 
and back. 
If you would like to hear the repertoire 
performed by these ensembles over tour, the 
music department is hosting a homecoming 
concert on Friday night at 7 p.m. in the BJ Haan 
as a conclusion of the tour. 





A tale from the life of Mark Volkers (cont.)
Continued from page 1
stones to pay for more weapons.
Since the airport is way out on a peninsula, 
most people prefer to take a helicopter shuttle 
to the mainland, rather than drive the extra 
distance. Volkers was thrilled, as he had never 
ridden in a helicopter before. He and the other 
passengers lined up on opposite walls facing 
each other. Through the open doors, he could 
hear the low fwoomp, fwoomp of the blades.
This Sikorsky helicopter just happened to be 
piloted by a couple of Russian mercenaries who 
passed a bottle of Jack Daniels back and forth 
throughout the flight.
Did he fear for his life? No. He just thought, 
“Well, this is going to be an adventure.”
Over the course of his trip, Volkers spent time 
filming and reporting in Kabala, a place deep in 
the jungle around 190 miles from Freetown. He 
met victims of the inhuman cruelty of the war. 
One particular woman was coming back from 
insanity after being starved and tortured. To this 
day, Volkers still remembers her vividly.
“There’s not a week that goes by that she’s not 
in my mind,” he said.
After he finished filming, a military action 
shut down the airport in Freetown. It wasn’t 
anything as major as a coup, but it still put 
Volkers in a tight spot: He had to get back to 
Detroit in time to attend classes for his PhD, and 
the airport was his only way home.
Knowing his situation, a local missionary 
friend of his, put Volkers with a local Sierra 
Leonean man who owned a four-wheel drive 
truck. Ordinarily, a truck like this would make 
for an easy trip. 
But there are no roads in Kalaba. There’s only 
jungle. 
Undeterred, Volkers and his guide pressed on, 
riding the truck on its lowest gear the whole 
way, lumbering and bumping over rocks and 
ravines.
After some time of this jostling around, they 
stopped. There was nothing visually important 
about this part of the jungle; it was the same 
as everything they just drove through, with the 
exception of a hut and a bamboo pole. They had 
reached the border of Sierra Leone.
A man came out of the hut, lifted up the 
bamboo pole, and said, “Welcome to Guinea.” 
He stamped Volkers out of Sierra Leone in the 
middle of the jungle, and they continued on 
their way.
But they weren’t actually in Guinea yet.
In about a quarter mile, they reached the 
Guinea border, driving right up to a bunch of 
soldiers with guns. The soldiers looked at the 
white man sitting in a truck with $10,000 worth 
of camera equipment and said, “You’ve gotta go 
see the commandant.”
The commandant. Like a character out of a 
movie, the sunglasses-clad man lazily swung in 
a hammock while his surrounding soldiers held 
their AK-47’s. 
The commandant wouldn’t even look at 
Volkers.
So he stood, waiting. And waiting. And 
waiting.
And fuming. What an arrogant, insolent jerk, 
he thought.
Eventually, the commandant motioned to the 
soldiers, who started talking to the two men.
When he finally condescended enough to 
speak to them himself, he simply said iterations 
of, “Why should I let you into Guinea?” and 
“I’m not gonna let you into Guinea.”
Eventually, Volker’s guide had had enough of 
this. He turned to him. “Mark, why don’t you 
go back and watch the gear? I’ll deal with this 
guy.”
He came back 10 minutes later with much 
emptier pockets. But they got through.
That meant more low-gear crawling and 
bouncing through jungle. Eventually, they hit a 
road and spent the night in Dalaba with some 
missionary friends. The road made driving a lot 
easier the next day, but the police checkpoints 
dotted the approximately 165 miles between 
Dalaba and Conakry, where Volkers hoped to 
fly out of. The war had made a mess of Guinea.
“Mark, it’d be better if you weren’t seen,” his 
friend said.
Every time they drove up to a checkpoint, 
Volkers got down on the floor of the truck and 
covered himself with a blanket. As he lay hidden 
this way and a police officer looked around the 
vehicle, he thought, What have I gotten myself 
into?
Conakry. Finally. His friend dropped him off 
at the airport. He could see his plane on the 
tarmac. 
He walked up to the man checking tickets and 
handed him his passport. The man glanced at it 
and said, “You’re here illegally. Next!”
Volkers couldn’t figure out what had gone 
wrong. He slipped back in line and asked the 
man what the problem with his passport was.
“You never got stamped into Guinea. You’re 
here illegally.”
The commandant had let them through, but 
had never stamped him into Guinea. The man 
was right.
Volkers had never paid a bribe in his life, but 
he really had to get back to his class and was 
already behind schedule. So he fished around 
in his pocket and found his last 500 Guinean 
franks. He slipped them into his passport, got 
back in line, and passed it to the man one more 
time.
“Are you trying to bribe me?”
Oh crap, now I’m really in trouble, Volkers 
thought. 
Aloud, he said, “Sir, that’s all the money I 
have left. I don’t know what to do. The guy at 
the border didn’t stamp my passport and I really 
need to be on that plane. I don’t know what else 
to do.”
The man slipped the money into his pocket.
Volkers got on his plane.
And then the plane landed prematurely due to 
technical problems.
This stranded Volkers in an African airport 
with no air-conditioning for over 24 hours, until 
a lady at the Italia counter had pity on him and 
found him a flight out.
When he finally touched down in Chicago, he 
decided to call his wife. But she didn’t answer 
him right away. Instead, she broke down into 
tears, unable to speak. She finally calmed down 
and choked out, “Are you ok?”
As things turned out, he had ceased to exist 
ever since he missed his plane in Freetown. No 
one had heard anything about him in four days. 
The organization he worked for was looking for 
him. The missionaries were looking for him.
He could’ve died at any point on his trip and 
no one would have known.
---
And so the green of the jungle fades back 
into the muted green of office walls, but the 
jungle and the experiences stay with Volkers. 
He’s learned from the things he’s experienced, 
and he’s moved beyond being cavalier about 
traveling.
“Don’t take goodbyes so lightly,” he said. “No 
one’s immortal.”
He’s also learned that God works in ways you 
can’t predict, putting people in your path at just 
the right time and place. According to Volkers, 
you never know when you might meet an angel.
“Have your eyes open and your wits about 
you,” he said.
The experiences gather and shape the man 
sitting in office 1312. They also shape the office 
itself, as mementos of Volkers’ travels and 
interactions cover the walls. 
But the stories these objects tell—the story of 
Chris, the full story of the woman who used to 
be insane, the story of the man with 85 wives, 
and so many other stories—will just have to 
wait.
For now, they will have to stay on the wall 
with the others.
To hear them, you’ll have to ask Volkers 
yourself.
Photo Credit: Sioux City Journal
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After spending eight years sitting on 
committees and acting as the point man for 
faculty with academic concerns, professor of 
theology Wayne Kobes is stepping down as 
chair of the academic senate. All Dordt faculty 
will gather in May to elect the new chair. 
The academic senate discusses and deliberates 
decisions for Dordt and makes recommendations 
to the provost, currently Eric Forseth, who is the 
chief academic officer. Both President Hoekstra 
and Provost Forseth may sin in on the senate 
meetings, but neither may vote. 
“If you don’t talk, listen, sit at the table,” 
Kobes said, “problems may creep in.” 
Senate meetings help Forseth view situations 
from the faculty’s various perspectives, allow 
him to receive any pushback that he hadn’t 
anticipated and give the faculty a heads-up on 
plans that administration is developing. 
Before the election in May, the faculty at large 
will vote in preliminary sessions to whittle 
Kobes leaves academic senate
down a list of nominees to fill Kobes’ seat. The 
secretary of the faculty assembly, Dr. Abby 
Foreman, oversees the election of the chair and 
any vacated senate spots.
Currently, faculty often come to Kobes as 
chair of faculty with concerns. Kobes and 
Foreman know who to direct issues towards and 
can help make connections even if the concern 
isn’t specifically for the academic senate to 
address. 
The academic senate is concerned with 
broader policy and neither chair nor secretary 
should undercut committees appointed to deal 
with specific concerns. 
The new pro-tech program is a good example 
of a broader policy that affects facilities, the 
core program and other departments, and this 
new Dordt program was discussed many times 
at senate meetings. 
Though it represents members of the faculty 
assembly, the academic senate is more than just 
a mouthpiece for faculty. Registrar director Jim 
Bos and Dean of Students Robert Taylor are 
both members of the senate who reside outside 
of the faculty. 
 “It’s an academic senate not a faculty senate,” 
Kobes said. “It’s not that there are different 
power groups, it’s collaborative.” 
Senate terms are three years and are limited 
to two consecutive terms. Kobes spent his first 
two years serving out the term of the previous 
chair, Dr. Hubert Krygsman, when Krygsman 
became associate provost. Filling out partial 
terms doesn’t count towards the two-term limit. 
When the senate first began in the 2008-09 
year, officers drew straws to see who would 
get the full three-year term, who would get two 
years and who would get one. This staggering 
minimizes the senator turnover each year.  
The chair of faculty sits on Board of Trustees 
meetings as a non-voting member. The 
responsibility of articulating faculty views 
to trustees can be challenging as one much 
represent the view of a diverse body of people. 
“It’s kind of like saying ‘people in Iowa 
think,’” Kobes said. 
Contributed Photo
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If you’ve spent any time around me within 
the past month – either in real life or on social 
media – you’ll know that I am completely 
obsessed with La La Land. The soundtrack is 
practically the only thing I listen to, I bought a 
poster to hang on my wall, I saw it a second and 
a third time in theatres, my wardrobe is more 
vibrant with primary colors, I wrote a review 
for In All Things . . .  but I didn’t want it to win 
Best Picture.
As a twenty-something white female who 
has her fair share of heartbreak and failure as 
I’m on this pursuit to discover my “calling” 
… vocationally, romantically, etc., of course 
I related to the plot of  La La Land, but it’s 
not the story our culture needs. After a year 
of shootings, law changes and protests, a 
story about a poor, black, gay man is far more 
important than a story like mine.
Moonlight was a story about authentic 
vulnerability. I think each character wears a 
mask in some way or another to hide their 
shortcomings and who they “really” are. Some 
just don’t talk much, others do drugs and some 
bully and harass others. But they are all living in 
some form of insecurity.
There are genuine declarations of love – not 
just between romantic partners – and they are 
met with human responses: strong eye-contact, 
tears and a lack of words. It’s when we break 
down our walls and show our true cards to 
someone in love; that is when we are truly 
vulnerable.
That night, on the red carpet, Naomie Harris 
said, “Once you make something specific 
it becomes very personal.” Moonlight is an 
incredibly specific and pointed story and 
maybe I can’t relate to most of it. I’m a white, 
straight female, who grew up in the suburbs of 
Minneapolis; none of my story should relate 
to Moonlight . . . yet it does. I still know the 
pain of insecurity and beauty of vulnerability. 
I can feel the emotion that is strewn across this 
movie.
So what’s the point? Why does it matter 
who wins and who loses? I think the answer is 
Why “Moonlight” needed 
to win
found in my pick for Best Original Song: “The 
Audition” from La La Land.
“A bit of madness is key
To give us new colors to see
Who knows where it will lead us?
And that’s why they need us.”
Who knows where these “mad,” new and 
diverse stories will take us? Culture and 
community needs stories that differ from the 
ones we experience for ourselves – that’s how 
we grow. We need films like Moonlight to break 
the circle of self-consumption. I recognize that 
I’m partially to blame, seeing La La Land three 
times while not seeing Moonlight, Fences or 
Hidden Figures in theatres.
Moonlight deserved and needed to win Best 
Picture in order to show that our society values 
all different kinds of stories, not just the easy 
ones. I encourage all of us, especially myself, to 
take time to watch films, listen to music and read 
stories that are outside our own experiences.
This article was originally published on 
Vander Top’s personal blog, titled “Ever, only, 
all for thee.”
· Opinion ·
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Russian flags waved in one section of 
the annual Conservative Political Action 
Conference (CPAC) as President Trump took 
the stage. 
Surprisingly, these flags were not waving in 
protest. 
Instead, a group of conservatives were tricked 
into waving Russian flags simply because they 
said “TRUMP” on them.
This prank comically represents how quickly 
conservatives have placed their loyalty in an 
individual above the values they claim to hold. 
If you ever wanted to check the health of the 
conservative movement, CPAC has long been 
providing the diagnosis. For decades, CPAC 
has been the platform to define conservatism. 
The biggest influencers within the conservative 
movement speak to thousands of activists 
over the course of three days as they apply 
conservative principles to modern day’s 
pressing issues. 
I have had the opportunity to attend CPAC 
three times, including the most recent conference 
just a few weeks ago. This year’s conference 
was profoundly different: if the conservative 
movement is defined by what is said at CPAC 
– as it has been – then conservatism isn’t what 
it used to be. 
This year’s conference kicked off with 
a speech from President Trump’s former 
campaign manager Kellyanne Conway. She 
said, “By tomorrow, this will be TPAC,” 
meaning attendees would be replacing the 
word “conservative” with the name “Trump.” 
In my observations throughout the conference, 
Conservatism now defined by Donald Trump
Conway was completely right. 
It’s unbelievable how much has changed in 
just one year. Last year, CPAC took place in 
the middle of the primary election cycle when 
we didn’t know who the Republican nominee 
would be. In the annual straw poll among 
attendees, Donald Trump received only 15 
percent of the vote compared to Ted Cruz and 
Marco Rubio, who received 40 percent and 30 
percent, respectively. 
Donald Trump was scheduled to speak at 
CPAC last year, but he cancelled last minute. 
Trump cited a disagreement in the speaking 
format as the reason for his cancellation, but, 
judging by the crowd, it is likely he would’ve 
been booed off the stage. 
Compare that to this year’s CPAC, where all of 
President Trump’s policies were enthusiastically 
supported. He was given an 86 percent approval 
rating, “Make America Great Again” hats were 
everywhere and one of Trump’s former primary 
opponents was booed as he came on stage. 
The speaking lineup was also an indicator 
of where the conservative movement is going. 
Primetime spots were given to members of the 
Trump administration and campaign surrogates. 
Notably missing from this year’s lineup were 
conservative favorites from previous years such 
as Rand Paul, Marco Rubio and Paul Ryan. 
In a panel discussion, White House Chief 
Strategist Steve Bannon thanked the organizers 
of CPAC for finally inviting him, indicating he 
was not a welcomed guest in previous years. 
Bannon was formerly the chief executive 
of Breitbart News before joining the Trump 
campaign last August. Breitbart received 
attention throughout the campaign because of 
its obvious pro-Trump slant. 
Donald Trump’s victory has a broader impact 
than government policy changes. Trump’s 
victory also gives credibility to his biggest 
advocates and supporters. Steve Bannon would 
be nowhere near the White House if any other 
Republican were President. 
Even before CPAC started, controversy among 
conservatives began as Milo Yiannopoulos, one 
of Trump’s biggest advocates, was announced 
as the keynote speaker. Milo made a name for 
himself throughout the campaign by speaking at 
college campuses. His aggressive, provocative 
style of speaking resulted in protests at every 
one of his events.
Just days before the conference started, 
Yiannopoulos’ invitation to speak was rescinded 
after a video surfaced of him condoning 
pedophilia.  
The fact that he was invited to speak at a 
conservative conference in the first place is 
appalling. He doesn’t describe himself as a 
conservative, but he happens to be associated 
with Trump-type Republicans; therefore, he has 
credibility as a “conservative.”
This is a dangerous trend for the conservative 
movement. My fear is that, over the course of 
the Trump presidency, conservatives will trade 
their limited-government principles for the 
agenda of economic nationalism promoted by 
Trump and Bannon. 
To be fair, President Trump has made some 
admirable conservative changes already. He 
is committed to deregulation and appointed 
an original constitutionalist to the Supreme 
Court. These actions should be applauded by 
conservatives. 
On the other hand, economic nationalism is 
not a conservative ideal. Economic nationalism 
is the idea that all of our products should 
be made in America while imposing trade 
restrictions and tariffs on other countries, and 
this concept views all trade deficits as bad. This 
is not a free market, limited government way of 
approaching trade. 
Similarly, the proposed healthcare law to 
replace Obamacare maintains many of the same 
big government policies that conservatives do 
not support, such as keeping the individual 
mandate, taxes and subsidies. The bill will 
soon be up for vote and Republicans will be 
faced with the choice of either supporting the 
president or demanding a more conservative 
solution.
Opposing the president has it consequences. 
Take a situation in the Ohio Republican Party, 
for example. During the campaign, Ohio 
Governor John Kasich did not support Trump. 
Likewise, the chairman of the Ohio GOP 
was reluctant to support Trump. Shortly after 
Trump’s victory, the president-elect personally 
called delegates within the Ohio GOP to have 
the chairman replaced by a more pro-Trump 
candidate. 
Similarly, the president has threatened to 
support candidates in primary races against 
members of Congress who oppose his agenda. 
This puts pressure on conservatives who are 
reluctant to support the less-conservative 
policies of President Trump.
There is no doubt that Donald Trump now 
leads the conservative movement, but my hope 
is that conservatives will keep their focus on 
ideology rather than an individual. 
Christian Zylstra – Sports Editor
The Case for Keeping 
Conference Tournaments
Bright lights. Packed arenas. Squeaking 
shoes. Screaming fans. 
It must be March.
With March comes one of the greatest stretches 
of basketball known to humanity. It’s a piece of 
the madness and a piece of the process. It’s how 
college basketball crowns its champions. 
It’s tournament time.
March is a basketball fan’s dream month, with 
nearly two full weeks dedicated to conference 
tournaments and several following weekends 
devoted strictly to NCAA Tournament action.
But as No. 1 seeds and regular season 
champions continue to fall in conference 
tournament play, people are questioning the 
worth and value of conference tournaments 
now more than ever.
Those who want to end conference 
tournaments argue that it’s most important to 
reward the best team from the regular season. 
That claim makes sense, but I’d argue it’s 
more important to place the hottest team in the 
NCAA Tournament. You’re more likely to get a 
great performance out of a team that just rolled 
through its conference tournament than you are 
a regular season champion who was knocked 
out in the quarterfinals.
But there are other reasons why conference 
tournaments matter and shouldn’t be eliminated. 
Conference tournaments leave dramatic impact 
on the local economies in which they take place; 
in fact, these tournaments bring in millions of 
dollars to the cities and towns that play host to 
their competitions.
Perhaps the greatest reason for keeping 
conference tournaments is that these 
tournaments embody everything college 
basketball and March Madness stand for.
I spent spring break covering the Summit 
League Tournament in Sioux Falls, S.D., 
and I saw firsthand what makes conference 
tournaments special.
The men’s tournament action saw the 
University of South Dakota and South Dakota 
State University square off in a semifinal 
matchup. Bragging rights, a trip to the league 
championship and a potential trip to the NCAA 
Tournament were all on the line.
I’ve been to a number of college basketball 
games during my life, and I’ve never 
encountered an atmosphere like the one USD 
and SDSU fans created at the Denny Sanford 
PREMIER Center.
Sitting courtside on press row, the roars of the 
crowd were deafening. Each fan base cheered 
and booed with each basket and whistle, making 
it nearly impossible to communicate with the 
colleagues to my left and right.
The game went down to the wire with USD 
and SDSU trading clutch baskets. In the end, 
Michael Orris hit the game-winning jumper 
with 2.2 seconds left to push SDSU on to the 
Summit League Championship.
This showdown between two South Dakota 
universities proved to be just a microcosm of the 
excitement and thrills that March brings. Each 
Summit League Tournament matchup proved 
to bring its own unique level of excitement and 
attraction from the first game of the women’s 
tournament to the men’s championship.
And isn’t that what March is all about? Isn’t 
it about the wild, unpredictable finishes and the 
must-see classics?
I witnessed it firsthand at the Summit League 
Tournament– conference tournaments personify 
everything March Madness is about.  
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Dordt baseball’s best spring 
break in years
This past week, Dordt College baseball and 
softball continued their yearly tradition of 
traversing south for spring break to soak up the 
desert sun.
With snow on the ground in March, Dordt 
baseball and softball are left with few options 
when attempting to squeeze in nonconference 
games. Needing the preparation for the crucial 
slate of conference games ahead, Dordt joined 
a handful of NAIA colleges and universities 70 
miles north of the US-Mexico border.
Dordt baseball enjoyed the warm weather and 
used the clear skies to hit home runs and win 
ball games.
Defender baseball won six of its 10 games 
played in Tucson, Ariz., including a 10-3 victory 
over No. 16-ranked Jamestown. Baseball’s 
showing ranks among its best ever in Arizona, 
especially over the past several years. Dordt 
baseball went 5-5 during last season’s spring 
break trip.
“This year was our best week in Arizona from 
all my 4 years playing,” said starting shortstop 
Cameron Gingerich. “We were aggressive and 
hitting the ball with authority and more power 
than we have in the past.”
Several players exhibited that power and 
continued their strong starts to the season. 
Outfielder Colton Van Otterloo, who led Dordt 
with four home runs last season, already has 
three long balls to his name. But that’s not all.
During a March 7 doubleheader against 
Winnipeg, Van Otterloo put together one 
Contributed Photo
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Right before students on Dordt’s campus took 
off for their beloved spring break, the college’s 
indoor track team ran away from the GPAC 
Nationals in Johnson City, Tennessee with a lot 
of hardware. From March 2-4, four students and 
three relay teams earned All-American status. 
One All-American, senior Jacob Moats from 
Knoxville, IA, beat the Dordt record for the 
high jump. While at one point Moats was tied 
for second, at the end of the event he had earned 
the third place spot. Moats jumped the distance 
of 6-10/75. 
Next, Dani Wubben, a senior from Clara 
City, Minnesota, placed fifth in the long jump. 
Wubben also set a new Dordt record with her 
score of 18-6.5 and also earned All-American 
status.
And the streak of winning didn’t stop there for 
Dordt. 
Junior Miranda Velgersdyk claimed sixth in 
the 400 meters with a time of 57.54. Velgersdyk 
received All-American status at Nationals, a 
status that the Sioux Falls native had earned 
three times in past meets leading up to this 
conference event. 
Kelsey Lewis, a senior from Lachine, 
Michigan, finished in seventh place in the 800 
meters with a time of 2:16.69. She too earned 
All-American status.
In addition, three relay teams earned the 
status of All American: the women’s 4x800, the 
women’s 4x400 and the men’s distance medley 
teams. The four competitors in the women’s 
4x800 were Kelsey Lewis, Anna Knevelbaard, 
Erica DeSchiffart and Justine Van Zee. This 
team claimed third at the meet. The women’s 
Dordt awarded four All-
American titles
4x400 was made up of Velgersdyk, Elizabeth 
Rankin, Jenna Wilgenburg and Joscelyn Wind, 
and these women earned sixth place in this 
event. Finally, the men’s distance medley team 
– Sam Wensink, Michael Buma, Nick Vander 
Kooi and Caleb Drake – finished in fourth place.
 Dordt College track and field coach Craig 
Heynen said that overall the track team “had a 
great national meet.”
“All of our relays and individuals performed 
at or better than their best performances of the 
season.  That is difficult to do across the board, 
and this group continued to compete with a 
great amount of passion and intensity as they 
have all season.”
The Defenders’ outdoor season will begin 
March 24 with the Wildcat Invitational in 
Wayne, Nebraska. 
of the most impressive individual offensive 
performances Dordt College has ever seen. 
Over the course of two games, Van Otterloo 
went 6-for-9 with two home runs and six runs 
batted in. He hit for the cycle in game 2 of the 
double header, becoming the first Defender 
to hit for the cycle since Tom LeMahieu—
Rockies’ 2B DJ LaMahieu’s father—in 1977.
Dordt’s starting pitching kept the Defenders 
competitive in close games when the bats 
failed to produce. Both Brandon Fokkema 
and Michael Grady own sub-3.00 ERAs, 
and Connor Hopkins is averaging nearly 11 
strikeouts per nine innings pitched.
“Our starting pitching has been solid for us 
all year, and if that continues, we’ll be able 
to compete in every GPAC game and have a 
chance to win,” Gingerich said.
In the end, Dordt’s success in Arizona 
means little without the production in GPAC 
competition. Still searching for its first-ever 
GPAC Tournament birth, baseball will not 
be content with a .600 winning percentage in 
Arizona.
“A lot of good stuff came out of [Arizona],” 
said starting catcher Josh Van Eps. “I think we 
are going to be very competitive in the GPAC 
this year.”
Dordt baseball hopes to build on their spring 
break momentum and make history in 2017.
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Seniors Cam Gingerich and Jake Thayer 
have a lot in common, the most noticeable 
commonality would being that they’re both 
baseball squad members. 
But when you dig deeper, you find out they 
fell into baseball in similar ways, came to Dordt 
for similar purposes and now love Dordt for 
similar reasons.
Feature athletes: Gingerich and Thayer
Both players were influenced by family 
members to play baseball. Gingerich grew up 
with three older brothers who were always 
playing Wiffle ball or baseball with him in 
the summer. Thayer’s dad played baseball all 
throughout college and passed on his love of the 
game to his son. Both seniors started playing 
ball when they were little and, from those 
memories, grew into the players they are today.
Gingerich is majoring in agriculture-business. 
He chose to attend Dordt because of the 
opportunity to play baseball, to earn a Christian 
education and due to his desire to stay in the 
Midwest. Although Thayer is a civil engineering 
major, he too chose to attend Dordt because of 
his major, because he would be taught from a 
Christian perspective and because he wanted to 
play baseball. 
Thayer and Gingerich have been roommates 
for two years, but teammates and friends for all 
four years of their college careers. Gingerich 
credits much of their success on the field to the 
strong bond the two share.
“We both have a drive to succeed and push 
each other to be better each day,” Gingerich 
said. “We keep each other accountable in 
baseball and [in] life in general, and wouldn’t 
have the strong friendship we have without the 
game of baseball we both love.”
Now that they have spent three and a half years 
at Dordt, both players enjoy the friendships they 
have built both on and off the field.
“Between living with four of my teammates, 
spending time with other teammates outside 
of baseball, and of course playing baseball 
with the guys, I know that I have made many 
friendships that will last long after my baseball 
career has ended,” Thayer said.
Gingerich appreciates the opportunity that 
Dordt students have to grow in their faith. He 
says the convictions students have feel like 
‘true faith.’ And despite not being required to 
go to chapel or Praise and Worship, students are 
still there, owning their own faith.
After graduation, Gingerich would like to 
own his own farm and pursue his passion for 
agriculture. Thayer wants to work at a job that 
will allow him to help people and directly impact 
their lives, regardless of if such a position is in 
the engineering field or not.
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Allison Wordes– Staff Writer
This year’s annual junior art show, held from 
February 17 to March 12, displayed an array of 
media from graphic design prints to charcoal 
sketches and even textile. Junior art majors are 
required to be in the show.
Pre-architecture major Ariel Gomes joined 
four other juniors as the group presented their 
portfolios before the art faculty in late January. 
Gomes said he found it stressful to choose 
fifteen of his best works for one portfolio.
When the time came to display his works, 
Gomes, said that displaying them felt “a little 
show-offy.” This art show was his first on 
Dordt’s campus.  
Graphic design major Brittany Duncan had 
never had her work featured in a show before, 
either.  
“I was slightly nervous, not knowing what to 
expect,” Duncan said. But the idea of having her 
art printed on high-quality paper and displayed 
for more than just a select few excited her. 
Through Gomes’ artwork, the junior applied 
his knowledge of art history and construction 
to each piece. Using a sharpie and walnut ink 
as his media, one of his works portrays the 
largest ancient cathedral. Gomes also enjoys 
photography, yet he chose to present gallery 
pieces that were more pertinent to his major.
From class to gallery: junior art show
The work of art and education major, Lydia 
Van Wingerden, included a textile sculpture of 
hand-sewn materials made to look like three 
envelopes, one fitting inside the other. She also 
presented ceramic mugs. The art show was 
not Van Wingerden’s first, however. In fact, at 
previous art shows President Erik Hoekstra and 
Provost Eric Forseth purchased her ceramic 
works. Van Wingerden’s inspiration for her 
ceramic creations comes from artist Michael J. 
Strand, who started the Misfit Cup Liberation 
project, a performance piece involving 1,000 
cups from a variety of countries, each cup 
having a unique story. 
Adri Van Groningen, graphic design major 
and art show participant, said her favorite 
photography submission was “Beneath the 
Shadows,” a print featuring a curtain. 
“I had no idea what it was going to look 
like!” said Van Groningen, who finds learning 
new techniques to be her favorite part of 
photography. She began taking graphic design 
classes last year and the art show gave her an 
opportunity to display something that people 
could talk about.
“I have an emotional tie to just about every 
one of my pieces,” said Duncan. She pointed 
at her graphic design piece featuring a montage 
of 9/11 and Pearl Harbor called “Freedom, 
not so Free.” This was her first big project at 
Ellen Inggrid Dengah– Staff Writer
Logan misses the mark
Logan, released on March 3rd, is the third 
installment of X-Men’s Wolverine series. This 
film is directed by Oscar-nominated director 
James Mangold, who also helped write the 
script.
The Wolverine’s real, non-superhero name 
is Logan (hence the title) and this character is 
played by Hugh Jackman, who took on this 
character in nine other X-Men movies. In this 
movie, though, Jackman does not have to wear 
the classic yellow X-Men suit, or the modernized 
suit, nor does he have to wear his birthday suit 
as he did in previous movies. Instead, Logan 
is dressed in a worn-out T-shirt, coupled with 
a worn-out personality and physicality that 
Jackman embodies impeccably well.
Logan is not a superhero. He is an old man 
who is trying to live inconspicuously but cannot 
Photo Credit: Alisha Giesselmann
keep from drawing attention to himself when 
pressured. This reality is in an opening scene 
that leads him to take on a quest that he does not 
want to take. Logan is ready to die but keeps on 
living both because he can’t help it and because 
he is taking care of his sick father-figure, 
Xavier (Sir Patrick Stewart). This mundane 
mutant survival mode is then interrupted by 
an engineered “Wolverine-like” child mutant 
whom Logan has to deliver to safety. He went 
on this quest with Xavier both as a burden and 
his sole motivation.
Xavier’s character is the one I grieved for the 
most in this movie, not because of the plot or 
the emotional journey, but because of the way 
this movie somehow managed to dissolve his 
character into a generic grandpa. I understand 
that Xavier should not be as sharp as he was 
Dordt and she holds pride and confidence in her 
accomplishment. 
 Van Wingerden appreciates the gallery on 
campus and described it as “low key.” In her 
opinion, the gallery allows student to display 
their artwork to the campus without facing 
pressure of putting on a huge show elsewhere. 
She is glad to have art on campus, especially 
one relatively small in size, and Van Wingerden 
hopes to see the gallery expand in the future. 
 “Some people are gifted,” said Van 
Wingerden, “but everyone can learn to do art!” 
As an education major hoping to work out of 
the country with other people groups, Van 
Wingerden is learning to see the potential in all 
artists, especially hesitant Core 160 students as 
she helps with the class.
“Even the people who think they can’t do it 
– they can.” 
because of his age and his brain-degenerative 
disease. What irritates me is how the story 
devised these unfortunate traits to move the plot 
forward, but leaves out Xavier’s inherent grit 
and dignity. Xavier has nothing to fight for and 
is instead portrayed as a hopeless dreamer living 
in denial. He denies his illness and helplessly 
dreams that the future of mutants is not over yet. 
While this movie is not about Xavier, the 
whole movie suffers because of the shallow 
approach toward its supporting characters. 
Some high drama scenes between Xavier and 
Logan could have more emotional impact if the 
audience did not have to extract the emotional 
weight from previous X-Men narratives. 
Also, Logan’s interaction with Laura (Dafne 
Keen), the little wolverine, seems distant and 
forceful because Laura’s character is never 
delved into deeply–and because there is never a 
moment when Logan and Laura establish their 
relationship in the first place.
I am aware that Laura does not speak much 
– and when she does, she speaks Spanish. 
But this should not be an excuse for the lack 
of characterization. Plenty of other supporting 
characters from fairly recent movies and TV 
shows do not speak for a significant amount 
of time and still deliver strong supporting 
characterization, such as Eleven from Stranger 
Things (2016) and Dwayne from Little Miss 
Sunshine (2006). The unfortunate thing about 
Logan is that the many opportunities that could 
have been used to reveal Laura’s nuanced 
characters are instead filled with her staring 
out the window screen or ruthlessly killing 
people. What’s even more unfortunate is that 
the particularly golden moment to characterize 
Laura and establish her relationship with Logan 
is taken away by a cereal product placement.
And don’t let me get started on the violence. 
As much as I want to say that I do not appreciate 
movie violence, when done right, violence can 
actually speak volumes about the narrative a 
movie is trying to reveal. This is not the case 
in Logan. I cannot defend this movie violence 
against my personal preference. I can think of 
only one sequence of reasonably well-placed 
violence and it happened when Logan was at 
his breaking point at a farm house. Most of 
the other gory, throat-slashing violence made 
me feel like I was watching an ancient Roman 
gladiator who kills for audience entertainment.
There is more than violence and poor 
supporting character development in Logan, but 
it’s hard for me to see past those. I remember 
being struck by X-Men’s main narrative: getting 
along and protecting even the people who are 
potentially hostile towards you. In Logan, this 
narrative only exists in the Mexican nurse, 
Gabriella (Elizabeth Rodriguez), who helped 
Laura meet Logan. And she has only less than 
a third of the screen time. Even Wolverine’s 
narrative, the cold-blooded rugged thug who 
is actually a good guy with a kind heart, is 
delivered with half of the power it deserves 
because of—again—cheap characters and the 
trivialization of violence.
Logan is indeed original and fresh, especially 
when put side by side with the other X-men 
movies. This movie is already above most of 
the franchise in quality, solely by trying to sell 
a superhero movie without its flashy costumes 
and explosions. But while rightfully steering 
away from offering spectacle as the main 
attraction, Logan misses the mark, landing 
inches away from hitting the sweet spot of an 
impactful action-drama. 
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Aaron Ladzinski – Staff Writer
Langeraap, TenNapel step off 
the ice
On March 2, Dordt Blades head coach, 
John Langeraap, and Assistant Coach, Marlin 
TenNapel, resigned from their positions. 
This past year, under the coaching of this 
pair, the Blades went 9-15-2 overall and 1-7 in 
conference.
Langeraap served as head coach for the Blades 
for four years. Before serving as head coach, he 
acted as the assistant coach, during which time 
the team made a run at Nationals. 
 “I thank John for his dedication to the 
Blades’ program,” said Athletic Director Glenn 
Bouma. 
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Diamond staff member Danny Mooers is spending a semester in New York City. Pictured are the 
World Trade Center, Rockefeller Center, the Empire State Building, the Flatiron Building, the 
Brooklyn Bridge and Grand Central Station. Photo Credit: Britta Provart 
“His work as a recruiter and mentor leaves the 
team in a healthy position. He’s respected in the 
ACHA and was a leader in the MACHA. …He 
has served Dordt College well as an assistant 
coach and head coach.”
Caleb Groot, a sophomore from Smithers, 
British Columbia, said this about his former 
head coach: “Langer really helped the younger 
players adapt from high school to college 
hockey. He was a mentor and really cared about 
you as more than a hockey player.”
In response to the news of Langeraap’s 
resignation, Cody Pollock, a freshman from 
Eden Prairie, Minnesota, said  “ I 
think [it] caught us all a little off guard, but it’s 
something we’re going to have to figure out and 
make the most of going forward. A new coach 
will give us all a clean slate and give us some 
more incentive to work hard in the off season 
and be even better prepared for next year.”
The Blades have experienced subpar seasons 
over the past couple years, though they have 
received votes for rankings in the midst of stiff 
competition. 
With a tough spring ahead for the Blades, 
these men will continue to work hard until the 
new coach comes in and wait in anticipation to 
hear more about their team’s future. 
 “There’s going to be a lot of changes next 
year with a lot of graduating seniors and new 
freshman,” said Groot. 
“It will be exciting to see how the team does, 
especially with a new coach,” said Groot.  
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